Guide : How to Buy Tokens During
the Fiduxa ICO
The Fiduxa Initial Coin Offering (ICO) has started with an astonishing pre-ico
bonus of 40%, so hurry up and don’t miss the opportunity to get into the
future of recruitment with these early bird special conditions.
BUY FDU NOW!

As you will know, tokens are much cheaper during the ICO phase, so when you use
them after ICO, you will have a greater gain.
The tokens are offered with 40% bonus during the PRE-ICO. This initial period
will only last till March 12th, after which there will be a 20% bonus period in the
initial phase of the ICO. Following that period, there will be no further discounts.
That’s why it’s worth buying FDU now!
FDU tokens can be purchased with the following cryptocurrencies:
● Ethereum (ETH)
● Bitcoin (BTC)
● Other - If you would like to buy with fiat currencies or other crypto
currencies, please contact us on Telegram.
The process of purchasing tokens is really simple and will take only a few
minutes. If you need our support at any stage, please c ontact us on Telegram.
Step 1 — Signing Up on the Fiduxa Website: https://www.fiduxa.com/
Step 2 — Confirm Your Email Account: you will receive an email with a link
to verify your email account.
Step 3a — Purchasing FDU with ETH:
To purchase FDU through an ethereum account or wallet, just send the amount
of ETH you want to invest to the following address:
0x32c98501992cD1b10F48a0f429bBF997E9F598cC
or you can directly use this QR code:

You will automatically receive the exact amount of FDU in your ETH Wallet
immediately after the transaction is confirmed by the network (it may take few
minutes).
Your wallet must support ERC20 Tokens. The preferred option is a hardware
wallet such as a Ledger or Trezor. On PC, example wallets are MyETHWallet,
MetaMask or Mist and IMToken, Trust or Coinomi on mobile. See here how to
setup one of these wallets.
Note: we do not recommend a particular wallet but you may see a more complete
list here . Receipt and backup of tokens is your responsibility, however we can
help if possible, contact us on Telegram.
Step 3b — Purchasing FDU with BTC:
To purchase FDU through a bitcoin account or wallet, just send the amount of
BTC you want to invest to the following address
31prWVtLuyg4imbfygjhV8gP7PfQPB9Fqf
or you can directly use this QR code:

After few days, you will receive the exact amount of FDU in the ETH Wallet you
set at the registration phase. In case of high demand, we may take more time to
transfer the tokens to your account but all accounts will be settled as soon after
the end of the ICO Crowdsale as possible. If at any time you have queries,
please contact us on Telegram.
Fiduxa runs a referral program: share your FDU referral link with your friends
and you’ll get 5% of their token purchase. We will credit the tokens after the ICO
will be completed. See the web site for details fiduxa.com We will be happy to
see you onboard as our contributor!

